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Subaru touch up paint crystal white pearl

Say goodbye to your stone chips and scratches in your Subaru Outback Crystal White Pearl K1X. With German patented technology Color N Drive puts an end to your problem in 3 basic steps. Evey KIT is custom made in accordance with the manufacturer's choice on original paint brand. With innovative
Subaru touch up paint system, Color N Drive easily treats the areas to be covered quickly and easily. Our system prevents your car from affecting corrosion and rust. So you can get rid of expensive repairs easily. Due to the patented solution 'Correct N Clear' you can use the system without worry. With
only three basic steps, you can repair paint chips and scratches instantly to your Subaru. Stone Chip Repair – Scratch Repair For your Subaru Outback Crystal White Pearl K1X Color N drive DIY touch up KIT performs excel for simple way to remove stone chips and scratches from your car's bodywork.
Repairing your car stone chips and scratches on a regular basis is both cost effective and makes perfect sense, as left to worsen these minor areas of damage may soon turn into rust stains that seriously affect the value of your car and ruin its overall appearance. Main features Oem Quality Paint and
Color Match for Subaru Outback Crystal White Pearl K1X We guarantee our paint will match the original color of your Subaru, Our database of automotive paint colors create a valuable one-stop solution for our customers. Searching for touch-up paint through car dealers, auto part stores and collision
workshops can be quite difficult - we do find and order car paint simple. Whether you are looking for old car paint, unusual car paint, or paint for a brand new car, our colors database has got it. 100% Match unique colors to your Subaru We use the highest quality car paint to achieve first class repairs
every time, all our car touch up paint is custom mixed to match Subaru's original factory paint code, using precise computer blending technology. Special Patented Blending Solution 'Correct N Clear' Our patented solution system only processes the special paint we mix for your Subaru Outback Crystal
White Pearl K1X and does not interfere with your factory paint. By this method we are sure that you can not damage your Subaru Outback Crystal White Pearl K1X Color and you can make repairs as a pro for your Subaru with CRYSTAL WHITE PEARL color. Full Diy Touch Up Kit for all your needs
Everything is included in our system for you to have pro results in your Subaru. From sponges to brushes and microfiber wipes. Everything is included to do a proper touch up job for your Subaru with CRYSTAL WHITE PEARL color. How to use 1 Without hesitation you can touch and cover the defective
area with a paint special to your vehicle's color code. 2 Clean the excess parts overflow using a German made and patented special solution. 3 Polish your vehicle vehicle a Carnauba based polish. KIT Components Microfiber fabric Specially for car body surface %70 Polyester %30 Polyamide 300 gr/sqm
weight Antistatic Drying surface 0.2 mm pile length Polishing surface 0.6 mm pile length Super absorbent, wipes the surface immediately Speical microfiber structure, provides scratch-free cleaning and polishing Resistant to 95oC washes brushes Best design for maximum paint lightness Nonabsorbent
Tab prevention Diamond cut edge for complete scratch repair Glove Polishing Sponge Polishing fabric Glass paint bottle Paste Wax User Comments What is an OEM paint code? Original Equipment Manufacturer Code is used to formulate the paint in your car. I can't find my code in your database or the
color I see look different? If you can't find your color in our database, try typing your color code into the system and continue if the color code is provided there won't be an error in the wording. Computers can display colors differently sometimes because of programming code used. Is it really that simple?
Yes it is, you can check our application page to see how easy and efficient our system is. Is it a permanent repair? Yes, after the paint is hardened like 3 days, our paint has the same resistance as oem paint. So you won't see that paint chips and scratches for years. What is the shelf life of your product?
The shelf life of our products is up to 12 months. Provided that the products are stored properly in a dark, cool and dry place. Our solution has an indefined shell life. Do you have stores or application centers? Although we have offices around the world, we do not hire people for this purpose to keep our
prices at minumum levels. Application questions Please see our application page for further information. I need extra material to finish the repair. No, eveything you need is included in the package. There may be any possibility of damaging my car? No there is not, but how ever if you want to use the set
on a painted surface, as we do not know the quality of the work done be sure to apply the system in a small area first. Can I use it on deep scratches. Deep scratches down to paint or primer layers can be repaired by the Color N Drive system. You can use multiple layers to get better effect. New customer
Create an account with us and you will be able to: Check faster Save more shipping addresses Access your order history Track new orders Create account accessoriesCar Care ProductsOils &amp; AdditivesAuto PartsCollective experience is very good, prices are decent, and of course I am glad that you
open for us during this crisis and recommend the website. (4/11/20)- 1st time shopping at Auto Barn. Shopping was easy and painless. (5/10/20) - Auto Barn had exactly what I was looking for and find it was a snap (5/9/20) - All great-price, delivery time - Read all opinions This point point belongs on this
page. Roof, we'll look at this. This.
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